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p. 9 Thanks to the literary-critical and form-critical scholarship of the
nineteenth century, readers of the Bible can now recognize in Genesis, the rest of the
Pentateuch, and on into the following Book of Joshua four main sources of tradition
that have been comined and interwoven with each other to form the story 'of the..,
emergence of Israel in the form in which we now have that story. It is as if a pub-.
.Liaher brought out fqur.. -successive ;ed&tions.,o.f .a book, each one.-expande4 and
proved: to put the,. point across. ore ful1and .telling than the preqeding,one...
Beginning, with the Yahwist, J Surcein.-tie tenth. ;entury".B,O..,,.the. tiadition
was.-.ex-pandedby the addition of the Elohist, E Source something over a century ler, then
by the Deuteronornic, DSource in ;the..vet4i orpixth-century,. and- fina1lyby the
Priestly, P Source no later than 40O .' .

",

p. 10 Once we have learned to turn an analytical eye on the composite product
of the sources, we can acknowledge that they made their point well, superlatively so.
We can further see that the sources ms'de use of material that, withw our categories
of thinking, we call nth ad lgd as ell"e whá &thinkófas history Biblical
criticism has had to fight every inch of the way against the'rés1stanóe of those
willing to, recognize only historical fact as truth, as if myth and legend did,not
proclaim other kinds-of, truth especially appropriate to those foris of writing and
speaking.

p. l The nineteenth century saw the full appearance o± that "hiher criticism
which sought to evaluate the received material of the Old Testament under the
rubrics of authorship, date -and place of coin position, theological biai, and otherother
questions that contribute to the adequate interpretation of any document received
from the past. For those of us who live after this movement it is apparent on the
face of it that anyone who wishes to wquire a respectable understanding of the past
must 'take'áueh é "critical" approach thward his 'sources, b.t whe té'-pioneera of
literary-criticism 'p'roceéde'd to studythe'Old Teetaient 'this way, "ast1ory of protest

p. 16 broke around their heads. It has not entirely subsided yet, but within most circles
there is now a genuine and 'grateful aóknouled'gement of the" fundame_nta'1'B6undness and
necessity of tk±z the critics' methodEand, In the meTix, 'of their principal results.

p. 17 The work of iellhausen, Gunkel, and the other masters of literary criticism was
. informed, by the prevailing 'deve1opnientaL° 'houghtof pd -happens to have

J come. before modern, archaeology emerged as a proper sc:ie.noe....Qpr present. recognition of
j the fallacy of that reigning philosophy must not, however.,..drive:j.ts to ,,contempt or

p.18 1 diain for their having not thought ahead of their age or having reached conclusions
that must now be modified in view of subsequent aiscovery. Much' of what they had to

f say remains definitive for 'stiidy of the Bib'le',but' there 'are ôthér 'esóurce8 to which
f e may now turn . Some modification of the earlier conclusions of literary critical
j study is called for, even if the new knowledge has raised, as it should, questions of
which no one had preViously thought
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